We consider a geographically constrained caching community where popular data files are cached on mobile terminals and distributed through Device-to-Device (D2D) communications. To ensure availability, data files are protected against user mobility, or churn, with select caching and erasure coding methods. Communication and storage costs are considered, with an objective of minimizing the consumption of radio resources, given an available storage size. We focus on finding the coding method that minimizes the overall cost. Closed-form expressions for the expected consumption of radio resources incurred by data delivery and redundancy maintenance are derived. Closed form transmission costs in a circular caching community with a specific node density and caching method are calculated, when cost obeys a power law of distance. Our results are illustrated by numerical examples and verified by extensive computer simulations.
INTRODUCTION
R ECENT years have seen an unprecedented growth in wireless data traffic and this growth is not slowing down. Compared to 2016, aggregate smartphone traffic is expected to increase almost tenfold by 2020 [3] . One promising technology to help meet the needs of heavily loaded future cellular networks is Device-to-Device (D2D) communications. The major benefit of D2D is that it allows for direct communication between proximate user equipment without the need of base stations, hence potentially offering higher data transfer speeds, lower latency, decreased interference, increased spectral efficiency and lower overall power consumption [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
Another uprising technology is wireless caching-either directly on user terminals, base stations or both [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] . Wireless D2D caching is an enticing future technology where data could be stored and distributed directly between mobile terminals-especially if the involved mobile terminals are geographically close to each other and can thus form D2D clusters. Geographically constrained caching is of particular interest since the popularity of data is highly location dependent [20] .
Wireless content caching and data distribution through direct links have been proposed in several works such as [27] , where delay-tolerant networking is considered for message dissemination and forwarding. In [28] , a wireless peer-to-peer type of application is studied and it is shown that caching can greatly increase the application-level throughput. The potential of coded wireless D2D caching is investigated in [29] , while [12] shows that D2D caching can improve the throughput of wireless video transmission. A method for minimizing the energy consumption of D2D caching nodes is analyzed in [30] , whereas a joint transmission and caching policy that reduces both the total energy consumption at the base station and the economical cost for the operator is presented in [31] . In [32] , the authors study cluster-centric D2D networks and demonstrate significant improvements in the network performance.
Joint use of caching and erasure coding for D2D clusters has been proposed in our previous work [1] , [2] for instantaneous repairs. This work has been extended in [33] to efficiently scheduled repairs. Further work on distributed storage with D2D communications has been done in [34] , where a combination of D2D and social networks is considered. In [1] we looked for a way to strictly minimize the amount of data traffic in caching clusters and found that repetition coding yields the best results for the considered system model. We then found in [2] that the optimal coding method, i.e., the coding method that minimized a predetermined cost function, highly depends on the popularity of the file.
A clear drawback of wireless caching on mobile terminals is unconstrained user mobility, a coming-and-going phenomenon of mobile users here referred to as churn: when a caching node moves away from the caching cluster, its content is lost. To combat this, we introduce erasure coding to ensure data availability. The focus of this article is studying the performance of such coded caching clusters.
The aim of this work is to investigate under what kind of circumstances storage coding outperforms caching without coding. The aim is not to propose new coding methods or to promote certain caching schemes, but to study whether storage coding can improve the system performance compared to schemes without coding. The main contributions of this article can be summarized as follows:
Closed-form expressions for the expected transmission cost based on signal attenuation of both uncoded and coded D2D caching methods are derived. We examine under which conditions coded caching outperforms uncoded caching without redundancy. We stress that we focus on investigating the maximum theoretical gains without considering the effect of interference or retransmissions. It is shown that coded caching can yield significant cost savings in terms of overall consumption of radio resources, e.g., energy. The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the system model used throughout this work. In Section 3, we introduce the proposed caching methods. Analytical cost estimates are derived in Section 4, while simulation results are presented and compared with the analytical results in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
SYSTEM MODEL
We begin by introducing the system model assumed throughout this work. We model a cluster of mobile terminals with data storage capabilities. Throughout this paper, a cluster is defined as a geographically constrained area consisting of a time-varying number of users, or nodes. The instantaneous number of nodes in the cluster follows the Poisson distribution. The expected total number of nodes present in the cluster is denoted by m. All nodes are assumed to be uniformly distributed inside the cluster according to a uniform Binomial Point Process (BPP) as in, e.g., [22] .
A single base station is located outside of the cluster. The base station can be contacted if the desired data file is not cached on the users. The base station also keeps track of what is stored and where. We assume that keeping track of this information yields a negligible cost compared to the considered data transmission costs. A graphical representation of the model is displayed in Fig. 1 .
The nodes inside the cluster form a D2D caching community. New nodes arriving in the cluster do not have useful content cached upon arrival, which implies that our results are a lower bound on the achievable caching gains. We assume that each node knows about the content stored in every other node, and any two nodes can communicate data.
Comparing intra-cluster transmissions to cellular downlink transmissions, the protocols may be less reliable, meaning that for a given path loss between the nodes, more resources (energy, time, frequency) have to be used for reliable communication of an information bit. Also, more signaling overhead may be required for D2D caching than for conventional downlink transmissions. In contrast, due to the limited size of the clusters, interference from intracluster transmissions may spread less interference than cellular transmissions. These effects may lead to the overall consumption of radio resources to be a different function of path loss in the D2D community than in cellular downlink. We model this with an overall multiplicative factor Q.
The time dynamics of the system are modeled as follows. We assume that the time that an arbitrary node remains active in the cluster follows an exponential distribution with expected value T . We define a failure as the event when a node becomes inactive by leaving the system and denote the node failure rate, or churn rate, by ¼ 1=T . We further assume that the nodes arrive in the cluster at random time instances according to a Poisson arrival process, which implies that the inter-arrival time of the nodes follows the exponential distribution. We assume that the expected value of this distribution is 1=ðmÞ, so the arrival rate is m. Now by Little's law [35] , the expected number of nodes in the cluster is mT ¼ m, as we desire. With these parameters, we can model the instantaneous state of the system via an M/M/1 Markov model (cf. Fig. 2 ), which has been widely used to model wireless cellular systems with exponential 1 dwell times [36] , [37] , [38] . In this work, we only consider the steady state of the chain with m nodes in the cluster on average. In the parlance of queueing theory, here the arrival rate is m and the service rate is . Hence, the probability that the system is in state j, i.e., that there are j nodes in the cluster, can be written as [39] 1. Note that the results derived throughout this work are valid for the more general M/G/1 queue where the service time need not be exponential. This is due to the fact that we only consider expected values.
We henceforth consider a single data file of unit size without loss of generality. Each user in the cluster can request the file anytime. The request interval of a user follows an exponential distribution with expected value 1=v, where we call v the request rate or, by a slight abuse of terminology, the file popularity. We concentrate on the case v < as we assume that the vast majority of the users request the file only once during their visit to the cluster.
Throughout this paper, we assume instant repair after failures in order to avoid simultaneous node failures. In a practical caching system this would mean that cluster membership is soft in the sense that users moving into the border region are considered to be candidates for failing. With instant repair, no matter which coding method is used, there are always n caching nodes in the cluster as long as the Markov chain in Fig. 2 never goes to a state lower than n, which we deem a valid assumption as we only investigate the case n ( m, and thus the probability of finding the chain in states with a small number of members is extremely small. 2 
CACHING METHODS
We consider four different caching methods.
Simple Caching (SC)
A single node stores a full copy of the file. The file is not protected against storage node failures since no redundancy is enabled. As soon as the caching node leaves the system, the data file is lost from the caching community and the next requesting node needs to download the entire file from the base station. This node then automatically becomes the new caching node and, as long as it remains in the cluster, all file requests from other nodes are served by this node through D2D communications. Note that in this scheme, when a new user downloads the file, it caches the file only if nobody else is caching the file at the moment.
The simple caching scheme can be modeled with a Markov chain as depicted in Fig. 3 .
By performing a simple cut-based analysis of the chain, the steady state probabilities of the upper chain can be shown to become p j À z j and the lower chain z j , where p j are the M/M/1 probabilities from (1), and z j fulfil the recursion
with z 0 ¼ 0. For the purposes of this article we do not need to find these steady state probabilities. Instead, in Section 4.2, we derive an approximation of the related performance metric. We use the chain of Fig. 3 only to model the behavior of the system with computer simulations in order to empirically measure the performance of simple caching. This will be done later in Section 5.
Multicaching (MC)
This caching scheme is otherwise similar to simple caching, but here each user requesting the data file also caches it and thus provides additional redundancy. In other words, if there is one node already caching the file when another node requests the file, then the requesting node downloads the file from the single caching node in D2D mode and becomes a second caching node. If there are more than one user caching the file when a request takes place, then the requesting node contacts the nearest caching node and downloads the file from this node in D2D mode and becomes an additional caching node itself. Note that while this method increases the density of caching users, the drawback is the increased cumulative storage space consumption. Due to the complex nature of analyzing this caching scheme, we do not provide mathematical analysis for this method, but only plot its simulated 3 performance. Nevertheless, the performance of this method is intuitively vese to that of simple caching when file popularity is low. On the contrary, when file popularity is high, the cluster starts to fill up with replicas and the performance of multicaching improves compared to simple caching. Indeed, we see that multicaching can outperform all the other methods when file popularity is very high as will be shown later in Section 5.
Replication (REP)
The most elementary way of adding redundancy to the system is simply to store multiple copies of the entire file on separate nodes. We refer to this strategy as n-replication, also known as repetition coding, where n ( m nodes store a replica of the file. When the system operates under this method, the file can be retrieved, or a lost node repaired, by contacting simply one of the storage nodes.
The obvious downside of replication is that it consumes more storage space than coded storage. Furthermore, the repair bandwidth, that is, the amount of data traffic that replacing a lost storage node incurs, is equal to the size of the entire file. Hence, the repair bandwidth is equal to the reconstruction bandwidth, which we define as the amount of data traffic incurred when a user downloads and reconstructs the data file. 2. For example, if m ¼ 100 and n ¼ 6, values which we will later use in our simulations, the probability that the number of nodes in the cluster drops to n or below is approximately 5:5 Â 10 À35 . Fig. 3 can be constructed for the multicaching scheme. The multicaching Markov chain has an infinite number of states in both the horizontal and the vertical direction. The simulation program, the results of which are shown in Section 5, is based on this chain.
A Markov chain similar to that of

Regenerating Codes (MBR and MSR)
We interpret the considered system as a Distributed Storage System (DSS) which is composed of n ( m storage nodes. 4 The original data file is encoded into n coded fragments of size a each. Storage nodes are assigned one of the coded fragments, and the entire file can be recovered by contacting any k < n storage nodes, a feature also referred to as the Maximum Distance Separability (MDS) property of a code. This property is what allows the system to be resistant against arbitrary failure sequences.
To maintain redundancy, whenever a storage node fails, it is instantly replaced with a newcomer node that is randomly chosen from the empty nodes present in the cluster. This newcomer node contacts any d n À 1 storage nodes, downloads b units of data from each and stores a units of data. Note that the new content in the newcomer node does not need to be exactly the data that were lost in the failed node. Hence, we consider functional repair, which ensures that both the MDS property and the regeneration property hold after an arbitrary failure.
A DSS is determined by the tuple ðn; k; d; a; gÞ, whereof the triple ðn; k; dÞ consists of the storage degree, reconstruction degree and repair degree, respectively. In other words, reconstructing the data file requires contacting k out of total n storage nodes, while repairing the contents of a lost node requires contacting d nodes. In addition, the parameter pair ða; gÞ consists of the fragment size a stored in each of the n storage nodes, and the repair bandwidth g that is the total number of units of data that a newcomer needs to download for repairing a lost node. Note that when repairing, each storage node involved in the repair process transmits b units of data to the newcomer node, so that g ¼ db.
A given tuple of parameters ðn; k; d; a; gÞ is feasible if a code with such a and g exists. For a result on the existence of feasible parameter tuples, we refer to [40, Theorem 1]. More importantly, there is a natural tradeoff between a and g given by a piecewise linear function. Codes lying on this tradeoff curve are called regenerating codes. Hence, regenerating codes offer an optimal tradeoff between storage space consumption and repair bandwidth, while maintaining the MDS property. Furthermore, any d nodes can be contacted to resurrect a lost node while maintaining these properties after repairs. Hence, regenerating codes are an attractive choice for our scenario.
In this work, we consider two types of regenerating codes: codes attaining one of the two extremal points, i.e., the points where either the storage space consumption or repair bandwidth is minimized. These codes are known as minimum storage regenerating (MSR) codes and minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR) codes, respectively. For a file of unit size, these points are achieved by the pairs [40] 
It has been shown that, in the typical case k d n À 1 which we assume throughout this work, code constructions exists for both the MSR and the MBR point, see, e.g., [41] . Note that the reason we do not consider traditional MDS erasure codes, such as Reed-Solomon codes, is that, for the purpose of this work, they are merely a special case of MSR codes with k ¼ d.
COST ESTIMATES
The task of an entity managing the D2D storage community is to decide which files to store locally, and which caching method to use for each file. The objective is to reduce wireless traffic by exploiting available memory. By addressing the optimization of the use of radio resources for a population of files, we find that it is sufficient to understand the cost generated by an individual file, subject to both radio resource and storage costs. These can be directly calculated for the different caching methods.
Cost for Population of Files
First, we formulate an optimization problem in a setting where the network management decides the caching principle for a whole population of files, represented by a probability density function fðvÞ of file popularities. For simplicity, all files are assumed to have the same size. This is achieved, e.g., by segmenting larger files to a smallest size. The task is thus to find the caching method gðvÞ as a function of file popularity v, which minimizes the usage of radio resources
for the file population, for a given available storage space. The caching selection function g takes values in the set of of caching methods discussed in Section 3, expanded with the BS only method. Note that C tot is a functional of the categorical function g.
The underlying assumption is that fðvÞ remains constant over a time which is long as compared to average node life time T . Accordingly, the caching decision is done for an ensemble of D2D caching nodes, not for an instance with certain individual nodes. Both the actual usage of radio resources, and the available amount of storage may vary according to the instance of storing nodes, but decisions have to be made on the statistical characteristics of the usage of radio resources and available storage in the ensemble.
The cost of radio resources C À gðvÞ; v Á will be called transmission cost for short. It depends, in addition to the file popularity and caching method, which determine the frequency and type of transmission, on the channel statistics, and the radio resource management principle used in the cellular network and the D2D community. Statistical characteristics of user multiplexing, multiuser scheduling, multiantenna techniques, energy efficiency, and interference management have a role. We use ensemble averages to describe the statistics of costs. For transmissions within the D2D community, the cost 4 . With a slight abuse of notation, we denote by n the number of nodes storing a replica in case of n-replication, and the length of an ðn; k; dÞ MDS code used for the DSS. The meaning of n will always be clear from the context or clarified otherwise. of transmitting a unit of information to an arbitrary non-caching node in the cluster from its ith nearest caching node when there are n caching nodes in total in the cluster is denoted by Cði; nÞ. The expected cost of retrieving it from the base station is B. For simplicity, we formulate a caching optimization based on average memory consumption, and assume an upper limit S of reliable ensemble memory available in the community. With S À gðvÞ; v Á the average memory consumed by a file of popularity v cached with method g, we have a storage constraint
The optimization problem to be solved is thus minimize C tot ½g subject to h½g 0;
and it is solved over all possible caching method selection functions gðvÞ. With a finite population of files, this problem can be formulated as a linear integer program, with assignment-type constraints binding the categorical variables g, and the complicating constraint h½g combining the optimizations of the files with different v. Lagrangian relaxation can be applied to the complicating constraint [42] , yielding the Lagrangian function
where s is the Lagrange multiplier. Inserting C tot ½g from (4) and h½g from (5), the Lagrangian can be rewritten as
in terms of a cost function xðg; vÞ ¼ Cðg; vÞ þ sSðg; vÞ;
for a fixed file popularity v and a caching method gðvÞ selected for a file of this popularity. These file-specific costs will be computed in Section 4.2.
A tractable way to approach the optimization problem (7) is then to use Lagrangian duality. For this, we first find the dual function
and then find the price
XðsÞ;
that maximizes the dual function. According to weak duality, the primal optimum C tot ½g Ã , which is the smallest overall radio resource cost, achieved with the optimal caching policy g Ã , is lower bounded by Xðs Ã Þ. If C tot ½g Ã > Xðs Ã Þ, it indicates that with dual optimization, the constraint (5) is not fulfilled with equality, meaning that some storage space is left unused. Applying duality considerably simplifies the overall cost minimization. When constructing the dual function (10), the discrete minimization over g can be separately performed for each file 
Thus instead of jointly optimizing over the caching policy gðvÞ for all files with different popularity v, it is sufficient to find the smallest file-specific cost min g xðg; vÞ for each file with fixed popularity v separately.
This file-specific optimization is performed with cost function (9) , where the Lagrange multiplier s appears as a storage price that can be seen as the cost of storing one unit of data for one unit of time. Accordingly, xðg; vÞ can be seen as an effective cost combining transmission and storage cost for a single file. Joint optimization over the contributions of multiple files would then be performed in the dual maximization step (11) . The role of the storage price s is thus to couple the contributions of the different files in the overall optimization (7) . Below, we concentrate on computing these file-specific costs, as functions of s and v.
Effective Cost for a File
The essential task for caching optimization is thus to find the expected cost for a file with popularity v for the different storage methods, as a function of the storage price s. We directly use the expected numbers of nodes to perform calculations. We later verify the validity of this approach with computer simulations in Section 5.
Simple Caching
The dynamics of the system under simple caching are modeled according to the Markov chain in Fig. 3 . Instead of a full steady state analysis of the chain, for the sake of simplicity, we derive an approximation for the expected cost.
When the file is cached, there is one node caching the entire file with no redundancy, so the cost of repair vanishes. There are, on average, m À 1 nodes in the cluster generating requests as the single caching node does not need to download the file itself. Thus, the expected number of requests during the lifetime of the caching node is ðm À 1ÞvT ¼ ðm À 1Þ v . Once the caching node leaves the cluster, the next file request will be directed to the base station. The expected time in which this happens is approximately 5 1 mv , and an expected number of ðm À 1Þ v þ 1 requests, including the local file retrievals in the cluster and the remote retrieval from the base station, are generated in time T þ 1
EðY Þ , where X; Y are two random variables and EðÁÞ denotes expectation, the cost of simple caching can be approximated as 5 . Strictly speaking, when the caching node has left the cluster, we should take the transient period in which the system returns back to steady state into account to find the exact expected value of the cost of simple caching. Since < v and m is large, though, this approximation is accurate enough for our purposes as will be demonstrated later by the numerical results.
6. This follows from the Taylor series expansion of fðx; yÞ ¼ x y centered at the point EðXÞ; EðY Þ ð Þwhen y has support on ½0; 1Þ. This expansion can be truncated to E X=Y ð Þ% EðXÞ=EðY Þ À CovðX; Y Þ= EðY Þ 2 þ VarðY ÞEðXÞ=EðY Þ 3 [43] . In the interest of space, instead of providing a full analysis of the error term, we will demonstrate the predictive ability of our estimate through numerical simulations, see the figures in Section 5.
The accuracy of this approximation, in the special cases considered in this work, is verified by numerical results in Section 5. Note that there is nothing to optimize in this caching method.
Replication
When replication is used, we assume n nodes storing an entire replica of the file. On average, there are m À n empty nodes each generating file requests at rate v. For reconstructing the file, the requesting node contacts the nearest storage node, so that the reconstruction cost is Cð1; nÞ. Thus, the reconstruction cost becomes
To repair a failed node, a newcomer node contacts the nearest caching node out of the surviving n À 1 storage nodes. The cost for a repair is hence given by Cð1; nÀ1Þ. There are n storage nodes each failing at rate , so the total repair cost becomes
The storage cost in this scenario is simply
so the cost of replication is
The only parameter to be optimized for replication is the number of replicas n. Increasing n decreases the expected distances between the nodes and the number of empty nodes that request the file, but increases the total failure rate, and consequently the total repair cost, and the total storage cost. Note that similar observations have been made before for similar distance-dependent cost functions, see, e.g., [11] and the references therein. To minimize the cost of replication it is crucial to find a suitable value of n, as will be demonstrated later in this work.
Regenerating Codes
In a system operating under this scheme, there are both storage nodes storing a fragment of the data file and empty nodes present in the cluster. We hence need to consider two types of requests. When one of the n storage nodes requests the file, it contacts k À 1 out of the remaining n À 1 storage nodes and downloads a units of data from each. The cost of this yields
Cði; nÀ1Þ:
When one of the empty nodes requests the file, k out of the n storage nodes need to be contacted. The cost of this is
Cði; nÞ;
since the expected number of empty nodes in the cluster is m À n. When a storage node is lost, one of the empty nodes acts as the newcomer, contacts d of the remaining n À 1 surviving nodes, and downloads b units of data from each, thus generating a total repair bandwidth of g ¼ db. Thereby, the repair cost becomes
Cð1; nÀ1Þ:
Since the storage cost using regenerating codes is simply
the total cost of using regenerating codes amounts to
Here, a and b are functions of ðk; dÞ given by (2) for MSR codes and (3) for MBR codes.
We immediately see that the same observations about varying the storage degree n that we made for replication apply to (15) as well. For regenerating codes we also need to choose between the MSR and MBR points, and find the optimal values of k and d, to minimize the cost. Maximizing the repair degree d minimizes both a and b for MBR and b for MSR, and maximizing the reconstruction degree k minimizes the amount of redundancy for MSR. However, high values of k and d imply that distant nodes need to be contacted. Therefore, we conclude that naively ignoring the distance-dependency and only optimizing the system with regard to the amount of data traffic does not necessarily imply the lowest cost.
Transmission Costs in a Disk-Shaped Cluster
To get a quantitative handle on the transmission cost, a model taking into account distances between nodes is needed. Instead of detailed analysis of system performance with scheduling, user multiplexing, power control, link adaptation, retransmissions and interference management, averaged over an ensemble of D2D storing nodes and conventional cellular usage, we consider average path loss as a catch-all measure indicating the radio resources needed for a transmission. When path loss is large, one either needs to increase transmit power, which consumes energy, and spreads interference to a larger domain, or to use more time/frequency domain resources. At low signal-to-noise ratio, transmit power can be directly exchanged for time/frequency resources.
We consider a special case of the system model in Fig. 1 . There is a cluster of nodes uniformly distributed in a disk of radius r ( v, and a base station located at a distance v from the center of the caching cluster. The path loss between two nodes is assumed to be
where x is the distance between the nodes and G is the path loss exponent. We consider two different pathloss P € A € AKK € ONEN ET AL.: CODED CACHING CLUSTERS WITH DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATIONS exponents; for the downlink from the base station to the nodes in the cluster we use G BS , for communications in D2D mode we use G D2D . We assume that there are n uniformly distributed storage nodes present in the disk of radius r. The transmission cost for cellular communication is given by the expected path loss between the base station and a node in the cluster. This is found by integrating the complementary cumulative distribution function of the distance [47] , [48] 
Within the storage community, we are interested in the path loss between an arbitrary node in the disk and its ith nearest caching node. To calculate it, we shall need the following geometric results.
Consider two circles of radii R and r R with centers separated by distance v. The chord connecting the cusps of the lens has length [44] m :¼ mðR; r; vÞ
and the area of the circular segment of a circle with radius x and chord length m is [45] hðx; mÞ :¼
where we have used Equations (13) and (15) in [45] as well as the well-known identities sin ð2xÞ ¼ 2 sin ðxÞ cos ðxÞ and sin 2 ðxÞ þ cos 2 ðxÞ ¼ 1. Fig. 4 illustrates the overlapping circles.
If the smaller circle with radius r is completely inside the larger circle, the intersection area of the two circles is pr 2 . If the smaller circle is mostly inside the larger one, the circular segments of the circles are overlapping and we need to subtract the area of the circular segment of the smaller circle from the total area of the smaller circle and then add the circular segment of the larger circle to find the total intersection area of the two circles. If only a small part of the small circles is inside the large circle, the overlapping area is simply the sum of the circular segments of the circles. If the circles are separated by a distance larger than the sum of their radii, they do not intersect.
The intersection area AðR; r; vÞ of the two circles can thus be written as AðR; r; vÞ ¼ pr 2 if v R À r pr 2 À hðr; mÞ þ hðR; mÞ if R À r < v ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi R 2 À r 2 p hðr; mÞ þ hðR; mÞ if ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
Note that AðR; r; vÞ=ðpr 2 Þ is the probability that the distance between the base station and a node in the cluster is smaller than R. Now consider a node in the cluster at distance t from the origin of the disk. Using the computed area of intersection, we can find the probabilities needed for our calculations. Of interest for our purposes is the expected distance between the node at distance t and its qth nearest caching node when there are n caching nodes inside the disk in total.
The probability that the distance between the node and its qth nearest neighbor is larger than x is [46, Equation (1) if x > r. These results follow from the fact that when any i-subset, with i 2 ½0; q À 1, of the n nodes is inside a circle with radius x with its center a distance t away from the center of the disk, the qth nearest neighbor of the node is at least distance x away from the node. Thus, the above equations represent the complementary cumulative distribution function of the distance. The results in [47] , [48] can be used to find the expected value of the distance by integrating this function as
Eðn; q; r; tÞ ¼ and the results in [47] , [48] can again be used to find the Gth power of the distance as The probability distribution function of the distance between the center of the disk and the node is F T ðtÞ ¼ pt 2 =ðpr 2 Þ ¼ t 2 =r 2 as the radius of the disk is r. The corresponding probability density function is thus f T ðtÞ ¼ 2t=r 2 . The expected intra-cluster transmission cost is then given by 
where we have added an overall factor Q to reflect the possibly different value of radio resources in the base station, and the D2D cluster. There may, e.g., be multiple D2D clusters in a macro cell, reusing the same time/frequency resources, while downlink users in a macro cell may be orthogonally scheduled. This would lead to Q < 1, reflecting increased spatial reuse of resources. On the other hand, managing a caching cluster may require considerable signaling overhead, as compared to straight forward downlink transmission. Also, link adaptation and other radio resource management protocols may be less effective in D2D than in cellular transmission, leading to increasing need for retransmission. Taking this into account may render Q > 1.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the five considered caching methods with respect to the derived performance metric with the help of numerical results. The parameter of replication n and the parameters of regenerating codes ðn; k; dÞ are chosen so that the cost function is minimized. Further, we study the potential benefits of caching from an operator's point of view. For all the cases in this section, we fix m ¼ 100, [49] and G D2D ¼ 4 [49] , while s is varied. The user arrival rate ¼ 1, if not otherwise stated. We choose n 2 ½2; 6 for replication, and n 2 ½3; 6 for regenerating codes, so that the cost is minimized for a given v. When Q ¼ 1, radio resources consumed in the D2D cluster are considered as valuable as cellular resources. When Q < 1, radio resources in the D2D cluster are considered less valuable than in cellular downlink; the D2D resources may be reused in multiple clusters inside the cell, while with Q > 1, signaling overhead makes storage-related transmissions in the cluster more expensive than cellular transmissions. The storage price is given by s.
All the costs of the considered caching methods are compared to the method of retrieving data through the cellular downlink, called BS only. The cost function x is given by (13) for simple caching, by (14) for replication, and by (15) for regenerating codes. In these, the expected intra-cluster Fig. 8 . Totals costs for a low churn rate .
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A € AKK € ONEN ET AL.: CODED CACHING CLUSTERS WITH DEVICE-TO-DEVICE COMMUNICATIONS transmission cost is given by (17) , and the cost between the base station and a node in the cluster is (16) . We choose ðn; k; dÞ such that the values of x for the respective caching methods are minimized. The theoretical curves (solid lines) in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are numerical values using the derived cost functions. In the figures, we plot the relative cost C ¼ x=B compared to BS only, as a function of file popularity v. Plots are doublelogarithmic, with both C and v expressed in dB-scale. Thus, the smaller C, the better the caching method performs compared to the benchmark BS only.
The simulated values (dots) are obtained by computing steady state averages of long event-based Monte Carlo simulations for the Markov chains depicted in Fig. 3 for simple caching and Fig. 2 for regenerating codes and replication, to verify the theoretical calculations. The initial number of nodes in the cluster is m ¼ 30 or m ¼ 100 and the file is cached when the simulation starts. In addition, multicaching is simulated.
The theoretical curves (solid lines) in the figures are numerical values using the cost functions. The simulation results (dots) are obtained by computing steady state averages of long event-based Monte Carlo simulations for the Markov chains in Fig. 3 for simple caching and Fig. 2 for regenerating codes and replication. Fig. 5 illustrates the costs of the caching methods when storage cost is relatively high. For low file popularities, caching is not useful and the traditional downlink ought to be used. Simple caching is preferred for a small interval in the figure around popularity v % 10 1:80 . Furthermore, when storage cost is high, MSR is preferred, and provides drastic cost savings especially for high file popularities. Recall that MSR minimizes the storage space requirements while providing redundancy in the system with a relatively low repair bandwidth.
In Fig. 6 , the storage price is much lower. When the file popularity is low, replication yields the best results, while for popular files, multicaching is optimal. When the storage cost is low, transmission costs dominate the total cost and it is important to minimize the expected transmission costs. When replication is used, only the nearest caching node needs to be contacted, as is the case for multicaching. The additional benefit of multicaching is that, for high file popularities, the cluster fills up with replicas and the expected transmission distance can become lower than that of replication. Thus, for high file popularities, multicaching is preferred.
Compared to the setting of Fig. 5 , the D2D transmission cost Q is much lower in the setting of Fig. 7 . This reflects radio resource management where the same D2D resources are used in multiple clusters in a cell, and signaling overhead due to D2D caching is low. We see how simple caching and multicaching yield large cost savings even for very low file popularities. For higher popularities, MSR is optimal, and can offer even more than 60 dB of cost savings.
Compared to the setting of Fig. 5 , the node arrival rate is much lower in the setting of Fig. 8 . This corresponds to a case where the churn is much lower. We see that, for high file popularities, simple caching is the preferred method and not MSR as in the setting of Fig. 5 . We note that when churn is high, it is important to protect data against node failures with redundancy, while for low churn, simple caching suffices.
In Fig. 9 , the churn rate is even higher than in the setting of Fig. 5 . Now the improvement in cost achieved by MSR coding, especially compared to the performance of simple caching, is even more pronounced.
In Fig. 10 , we plot a case where the expected number of nodes in the cluster is low, that is, m ¼ 30. The results are otherwise very similar to those of Fig. 5 but we see that the performance of multicaching is less impressive than for the higher expected number of nodes m ¼ 100. Fig. 11 present the optimal caching methods for transmission costs Q ¼ 1 and Q ¼ 10 with ¼ 1. The latter represents a conservative estimate, where signaling and other protocol overhead is considered to make transmissions within the D2D cluster 10 times more expensive than cellular downlink transmissions for the same requirement of radio resources. For very low file popularities, caching is not useful at all. When the file popularity exceeds a certain threshold, caching with redundancy can be exploited. This threshold is a function of the transmission cost Q and the storage price s. Naturally, increasing the D2D transmission cost Q increases this threshold. Fig. 9 . Total costs for a high churn rate . Fig. 10 . Total costs for a low expected number of nodes in the cluster m.
Increasing the transmission cost Q is equivalent to decreasing the storage price s, except for simple caching. Therefore, for instance, multicaching outperforms MSR and replication already for s ¼ 1 in Fig. 11b , which does not occur in Fig. 11a .
When the storage cost is high, MSR is optimal. For moderate storage costs also MBR can be the most suitable option. When storage is not expensive, replication is preferred.
Note that in practice, caching is most useful for scenarios where file popularity is high and storage is inexpensive. In the figures we see that under such circumstances multicaching yields the lowest cost.
Finally, in Fig. 12 the optimal MSR code parameters ðn; k; dÞ are plotted for transmission cost Q ¼ 10 and storage price s ¼ 100 with churn rate ¼ 1 for the values for which MSR is the optimal caching method. This corresponds to the second horizontal line in Fig. 11b . The number of cached fragments is increased when the file popularity increases. This allows for shorted expected transmission distances at reconstruction and repair at the expense of a higher storage space consumption.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the prospective benefits of distributed storage coding in a D2D caching cluster, where communication cost grows with distance due to increasing pathloss. Our main objective has been optimizing the overall resource usage of the network. Sharing a limited storage size between multiple files yields a price for storage. For a given file, this has to be balanced against the saving of radio resources from using intra-cluster transmissions, to select the optimal caching method for a file. We have found that distributed storage coding can yield large savings in the usage of radio resources, e.g., transmission energy, as compared to traditional downlink data transmission. Differences in spatial distribution of interference and related reuse of resources as well as in signaling overhead and protocol efficiency between D2D and cellular transmission have been taken into account by an overall cost multiplier.
We have derived an analytical method for choosing the optimal caching method in an environment that can be characterized by power-law transmission cost. D2D caching is not beneficial when either file popularity is low or storage cost is high. On the contrary, when file popularity is high and storage cost is low, each user requesting a file should cache and distribute it. Actively maintaining redundancy with repetition coding or regenerating codes can also offer significant cost savings for most combinations of file popularity and storage cost. The file-specific optimization derived here can be directly used in multi-file storage optimization.
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